
My Job Chart Awarded Parent Tested Parent Approved Winner’s Seal
MJC earns high praise from parents for functionality, educational value and child interaction

My Job Chart is thrilled to announce that it has been awarded the Parent Tested Parent Approved (PTPA) Winner’s Seal of Approval.  PTPA
Media has North America’s largest volunteer parent testing community, with over 70,000 parents and was rated the Most Trusted Seal by over
22,000 parents across North America.

Consumers looking for high-quality products and services can rest assured when they see the PTPA Winner’s Seal; it’s evidence of a products
excellence from having been evaluated by unbiased parent testers.

“It was very gratifying to see the evaluations and comments from all the parents who tested our service over the past few months,” said My Job
Chart Founder and CEO Gregg Murset. “Our goal is to provide a free service that is easy for parents to use and engaging for kids. It was also
important to give something that leaves a long-lasting impression when it comes to work ethic, responsibility and managing money. Based on
what we have heard from parents, it appears we accomplished what we set out to do.”

My Job Chart was among many entries from across North America competing to earn the PTPA™ Seal. Independent parent volunteers
evaluate products in their own homes to ensure that PTPA winners are chosen based on merit and consumer experience – not on commercial
considerations. As a result, the PTPA Media™ Seal has quickly gained recognition as an international leader in certifying consumer products
for quality, effectiveness and value. Their CEO and founder, Sharon Vinderine has appeared on over 100 morning shows as a reliable source
for the latest and greatest in family products. The media and parents alike trust the collective opinion that PTPA Media represents.

From washing the car to making a bed, and from doing the dishes to picking up clothes, kids can now learn responsibility, accountability and
smart money decision through My Job Chart. With more than 690,000 members, My Job Chart has become the fastest growing online
educational tool for parents who want their kids to learn about work ethic and financial decisions with the help of modern technology.

“At PTPA Media, we are proud to play a role in certifying innovative products that families can trust,” says Sharon Vinderine, CEO and founder
of PTPA Media Inc. “When consumers search for our Seal of Approval on product packaging and web sites, they are essentially searching for
validation from their peers.  Their peers will have objectively tested and approved these products based on their performance in a real life
environment. That type of resource for families is priceless.”

About My Job Chart
My Job Chart, based in Scottsdale, Arizona, is a free, easy to use, online and mobile job chart and reward system designed to teach, organize
and motivate kids to earn, save, share and spend responsibly. In a little more than three years, My Job Chart has accumulated more than
690,000 members, who have completed more than 22 million jobs, earned roughly $3 million and donated to numerous charities including
Cookies For Kids’ Cancer, Folds of Honor, The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society and Autism Speaks.

About PTPA Media Inc.
PTPA Media provides an objective framework for appraising and promoting new products designed to enrich family living. The company’s
mission is to marry innovative companies with discerning consumers, to improve consumer access to quality products and services for their
families and homes.
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